PERSONALS

Phil Hunter and Dan O'Neill have finished a tough job of rebuilding and conditioning the boat pier.

* * * * * * *

Ed Grillman, noted mountaineer, returned to the club from an extended trip in the high Sierras during which he conquered the treacherous slopes of Mt. Ellery.

Edie learned his snowshoeing and skiing on the eastern flanks of Twin Peaks.

* * * * * * *

On October 21, 1928 in a heated argument between Bill Kynne and Shorty Roberts a bet of $1,000 was made that Roberts' horse "Blackie" could swim the Golden Gate.

Blackie swam the Gate in 22 minutes with Roberts holding his tail. Now comes George Farnsworth, noted horseman, claiming that his horse "Paklcar Orphan", can make the swim to the Point and back in 40 minutes.

---

Come Out and

and

See the Swim!